
Did you know 
that there is 
something 
YOU can do for 
Israel?
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Dear Supporter of Israel,
Shalom!

There wasn’t a single supporter of Israel who was not 
heartbroken by the atrocities that Israel endured this past year! 
As Israeli families slowly peeked their heads from quarantine 
in an attempt to contain the deadly coronavirus; they quickly 
found themselves back in isolation as Hamas fired thousands 
of rockets into their cities and homes. It is painful to know that 
our brethren in Israel have suffered so much turmoil leaving 
them strained both emotionally and economically.  Therefore, 
thousands of hard working families in Israel have joined the 
ranks of poverty, and are now in need of assistance in order 
to purchase basic foods and household necessities.  While 
we cannot remedy their pain, heartbreak, and stress; we CAN 
ensure that they are able to obtain food for their families! 

Join us by donating FOOD CARDS to Israeli 
families in need, and in doing so, YOU are 

making a difference! 

 
The FOOD CARD is an electronic card distributed to the needy 
in Israel via social workers of the government welfare ministries 
of each city. Food Cards are distributed in order for needy 
families to purchase food and household products at name-
brand supermarkets and grocery stores.  The FOOD CARD 
Program’s administrative budget is covered by the rebates we 
receive from national retailers so that 100% of your donation 
goes directly to feed needy families. Furthermore, there are 
NO warehouse or logistical fees spent to cover distribution 
costs, allowing us to fully distribute your donation entirely for 
the purpose of feeding the needy in Israel. 



Food Cards are pre-programmed so that families can only 
purchase food and household products, and excludes any 
purchase of cigarettes, alcohol, clothing, cosmetics, etc. 
 
Each month throughout the year (not just during the holidays), 
we at “JAR” provide close to 2,000 Food Cards for needy Israeli 
families, with a minimum value of $90-$600 per FOOD CARD. 
We also provide thousands of ADDITIONAL families with FOOD 
CARDS during the holidays! Cards are issued throughout the 
year, as well as during times of war and Holidays.
 
Sincerely, Shlomo Steinmetz

The FOOD CARD ensures that:

100% of your donation goes to 
feed the needy in Israel!

Families can feed their children 
with dignity!

Cards are issued throughout the 
year, as well as during a war or at 
Holidays.

For any additional information in Israel, please 
visit our website www.globaljewish.org
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212-868-3636

347-515-3692

shlomo@gjarn.org

www.globaljewish.org

Global Jewish Assistance - JAR

CONTACT US

1414 Carroll Street
Brooklyn, NY 11213


